Time–place learning over a lifetime: absence of memory loss in trained old mice
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Time–place learning (TPL) offers the possibility to study the functional interaction between cognition and the circadian system with aging. With TPL, animals link biological significant events with the location and the time of day. This what–where–when type of memory provides animals with an experience-based daily schedule. Mice were tested for TPL five times throughout their lifespan and showed (re)learning from below chance level at the age of 4, 7, 12, and 18 mo. In contrast, at the age of 22 mo these mice showed preservation of TPL memory (absence of memory loss), together with deficiencies in the ability to update time-of-day information. Conversely, the majority of untrained (naïve) mice at 17 mo of age were unable to acquire TPL, indicating that training had delayed TPL deficiencies in the mice trained over lifespan. Two out of seven naïve mice, however, compensated for correct performance loss by adapting an alternative learning strategy that is independent of the age-deteriorating circadian system and presumably less cognitively demanding. Together, these data show the age-sensitivity of TPL, and the positive effects of repeated training over a lifetime. In addition, these data shed new light on aging-related loss of behavioral flexibility to update time-of-day information.

Aging is characterized by cognitive decline (Winocur 1992; Nilsson 2003; Hedden and Gabrieli 2004; Burke and Barnes 2006), as well as circadian system deterioration (Turek et al. 1995; Van der Zee et al. 1999; Hofman and Swaab 2006; Brown et al. 2011; Kondratova and Kondratov 2012). Evidence suggests that these processes may be interrelated (Antoniadis et al. 2000; Biemans et al. 2003; Cain et al. 2004; Eckel-Mahan et al. 2008; Stranahan et al. 2008; Van der Zee et al. 2009; Kondratova et al. 2010). With time–place learning (TPL), animals link biological significant events (e.g., localizing a food source, encountering a mate or predator) with the location and time of day (TOD). This ability has been shown in many species and likely provides an evolutionary advantage by optimizing resource localization, reproductive success and predator avoidance in the natural circadian environment (Mulder et al. 2013b).

Most organisms, ranging from cyanobacteria to mammals, have evolved circadian systems to time internal physiology and behavior in daily (circadian) cycles (Panda et al. 2002; Van der Zee et al. 2009; Hut and Beersma 2011; Hut et al. 2013). Briefly, the circadian system is composed of a network of hierarchically interconnected circadian oscillators (tissues and neuronal assemblies) which drive the circadian expression of many physiological parameters. In mammals, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is recognized as the “master clock” in the brain (Stephan and Zucker 1972; Groos and Hendriks 1982; Ralph et al. 1990). This oscillator synchronizes the environmental light–dark (LD) cycle and in turn synchronizes many subordinate oscillators in the brain and periphery. In external 24 h LD cycles, the circadian system provides entrained daily rhythms in the body. In constant external conditions, these circadian rhythms are maintained with an intrinsic period (τ) of about (circa-) 1 d (∼dian). Because τ is slightly different from 24 h in absence of entraining external cues (zeitgebers), circadian rhythms will show a free-run pattern in daily activity plots (actograms). On a cellular level, circadian rhythms are predominantly controlled by clock genes and their protein products, which are expressed in virtually all cells in the body. In short, CLOCK (circadian locomotor output cycles kaput) and BMAL1 (brain and muscle ARNT-like protein 1) form a heterodimeric complex which acts as a transcription activator for PER (period) and CRY (cryptochrome) proteins. PER and CRY proteins dimerize and translocate back into the nucleus to inhibit the CLOCK–BMAL1 transcription factor, forming a closed transcriptional–translational feedback loop (for review, see Dibner et al. 2010).

Aging is accompanied by severe circadian system deterioration, as is evidenced by manifold changes in behavior and physiology. One of the most consistent findings in aged individuals is a dampening of amplitude, which applies to overt activity rhythms, physiological parameters (such as body temperature), hormone levels, SCN neuronal firing rate, and SCN peptidergic output. Other hallmarks are an increased fragmentation of rhythms, extended activity periods, changes in free-running period, disturbed sleep–wake rhythms, altered phase relationships, and changes in the ability to synchronize to zeitgebers (for review, see Van Someren et al. 1999; Weinert 2000). Recent studies have indicated that the circadian system supports temporally regulated events underlying memory processes, such as acquisition, consolidation, and retrieval (Eckel-Mahan and Storm 2009; Gerstner et al. 2009; Gerstner and Yin 2010; Jilg et al. 2010; Kondratova et al. 2010; Rawashdeh and Stehle 2010). It has been proposed that the aging-related flattening of circadian rhythms is causally linked to hippocampal neuropathology (Stranahan et al. 2008; Kondratova and Kondratov 2012).
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TPL enables the investigation of a specific role of the circadian system in learning and memory. Besides governing innate rhythms in physiology and behavior, it is believed that circadian oscillators can be used as a consulted clock and provide TOD information to brain systems involved in cognitive tasks, like TPL (Enright 1970; Gallistel 1990; Mistlberger et al. 1996; Hut and Van der Zee 2011). According to this hypothesis, a circadian clock (-system) is continuously consulted. On the occurrence of biological significant events, TOD derived from this clock is stored into memory as a contextual cue (referred to as a time stamp) and associated with place- and event-specific information to guide future behavior. In addition to circadian system involvement, TPL is likely hippocampus-dependent as it involves memories for spatial representations and “what–where–when” associations over time (Stranahan et al. 2008). Hippocampus-dependent associative (episodic-like) memory is particularly age-sensitive, as opposed to for instance procedural (implicit) memory (Newman and Kaszniaik 2000; Fleischman et al. 2004). Hence, TPL offers the opportunity to study the functional interaction of these systems with aging, as opposed to the more reductionist approach of studying these systems separately.

To fully appreciate the underlying components of TPL, it is important to explain the different strategies an animal can use to cope with events which occur predictably at specific TODs. In laboratory TPL studies, animals are typically tested at multiple fixed times of the day (daily test sessions). They are trained over multiple days to show a session-specific response (visiting fixed times of the day (daily test sessions). They are trained over laboratory TPL studies, animals are typically tested at multiple to cope with events which occur predictably at specific TODs. In addition to circadian system involvement, TPL is likely hippocampus-dependent as it involves memories for spatial representations and “what–where–when” associations over time (Stranahan et al. 2008). Hippocampus-dependent associative (episodic-like) memory is particularly age-sensitive, as opposed to for instance procedural (implicit) memory (Newman and Kaszniaik 2000; Fleischman et al. 2004). Hence, TPL offers the opportunity to study the functional interaction of these systems with aging, as opposed to the more reductionist approach of studying these systems separately.

To fully appreciate the underlying components of TPL, it is important to explain the different strategies an animal can use to cope with events which occur predictably at specific TODs. In laboratory TPL studies, animals are typically tested at multiple fixed times of the day (daily test sessions). They are trained over multiple days to show a session-specific response (visiting/avoiding specific locations). Testing procedures need to be kept exactly the same for each test session so that TOD is the only predictor for the correct locations. Several strategies have been identified for animals to solve such a task: ordinal timing, interval timing, or using an internal circadian clock (Carr and Wilkie 1997). With ordinal timing, the animal remembers the sequence of events (e.g., first test session, avoid location A; second test session, avoid location B, etc.). If this strategy is used, then performance will drop below chance level after a session is skipped. With interval timing, an animal tracks or estimates the passage of time relative to a stable external time cue (zeitgeber). This strategy may be applied if animals learn to associate intervals with a specific feeding location, e.g., shortly after light onset (first test session), avoid location A; longer after light onset (second test session), avoid location B, etc. We refer to these strategies as noncircadian or external-cue-based strategies. Alternatively, animals must use a circadian strategy when above chance level TOD performance is maintained in constant (zeitgeber deprived) conditions and after session skips. In that case, animals must use an internal conception of TOD, independent of external cues. The circadian strategy is theoretically the most reliable strategy because it does not depend on external cues which can be unreliable or remain unnoticed. However, animals do not readily use this strategy unless properly motivated. The circadian strategy and the formation of TOD integrated (what–where–when associated) memory may thus be more demanding on brain resources to form and/or maintain, and therefore, only be used when learning a time–place contingency is important for well-being or survival (Mulder et al. 2013b). While TPL refers to the behavioral output of visiting correct locations at the correct TOD (using any possible strategy), we refer to circadian TPL (cTPL) when the use of a circadian strategy is confirmed or implied.

cTPL has been demonstrated in several studies (Biebach 1989; Wenger et al. 1991; Falk 1992; Saksida and Wilkie 1994; Mistlberger et al. 1996; Pizzo and Crystal 2002), while others either failed to show TPL or found that animals used a noncircadian strategy to solve the task (Carr and Wilkie 1997, 1999; Carr et al. 1999; Pizzo and Crystal 2002, 2004; Thorpe et al. 2003). Whether an animal is capable of mastering a TPL task may depend on the species or used strain, but is also greatly determined by the experimental setup (see Mulder et al. 2013b). Previously, we designed a new well-established TPL paradigm for mice based on a balanced approach between reward and punishment (Van der Zee et al. 2008). Mice are food deprived to 85% of ad libitum body weight. Correct location choices are rewarded by food, while incorrect location choices result in a penalty in the form of a mild footshock. This paradigm emulates the natural situation in which hungry animals seek food while different feeding locations can be predictably safe or unsafe to visit depending on the TOD. We have shown repeatedly that young wild-type mice readily acquire this paradigm and will structurally use a circadian strategy (Van der Zee et al. 2008; Mulder et al. 2013a, 2014).

TPL has not been investigated before in the context of aging. Here we set out to investigate TPL ability over the lifespan, together with spatial working memory performance and circadian activity parameters. As a circadian system and hippocampus-dependent learning task, we hypothesized that cTPL is particularly age-sensitive.

Results

TPL in mice trained over lifespan

Mice were tested at 4, 7, 12, 18, and 22 mo of age. A schematic overview of the daily TPL testing protocol is provided in Figure 1, and described in more detail in the Materials and Methods section. At each age, TPL testing started while the animals were housed in LD, followed by a period of testing while the animals were housed in LL. Only at 12 mo of age, mice were housed (and tested) in DD to investigate whether mice would react differently (in DD, mice are known to establish a shorter $\tau$ than in LL). However, no differences were found in TPL behavior between the LL and DD conditions. Different sessions were skipped regularly to ensure that the mice used a circadian strategy.

Baseline performance is defined as performance on all “normal” test days (without session skips or other manipulations), excluding the first 4 d during which the learning curve is typically formed (except at 22 mo of age, where a learning curve was absent). Results of average baseline performances and average performances after session skips (measured in the single next session after the skipped session) are summarized in Table 1, together with a statistical evaluation (two-tailed one-sample t-tests) compared with the 33.3% chance level. The number of subjects (N) is decreased at the higher ages due to aging-related drop-out (mice that appeared weak were not used for testing). Although we started with $N = 9$, one mouse was excluded because it never...
learned to master TPL. The results show that mice are able to master TPL until the age of 18 mo, reaching a high (significantly above chance level) baseline performance in LD, as well as when housed in constant conditions. Session skipping did not significantly affect performance, indicating that the mice kept using a circadian strategy. Aging effects start to occur at the age of 22 mo.

In Figure 2A, the bar graphs on the left show TPL performance during the three habituation steps that preceded actual TPL testing at age 4 mo (not repeated at later ages). During the first habituation step (H1, 4 d), mice could freely explore the three baited locations. No significant preference for a single (first choice) location was found ($\chi^2 P = 0.25$) and performance was not significantly above chance level (one-sample $t$-test: $P = 0.77$). During the second habituation step (H2, 3 d, test situation with target locations baited; nontarget location unbaited without footshock delivery), performance was not significantly above chance level (one-sample $t$-test: $P = 0.42$), indicating that the mice did not show TPL without the negative reinforcer (footshock). During the third habituation step (H3, 3 d, test situation with target locations baited; nontarget location unbaited with footshock delivery), mice significantly learned to avoid the nontarget location, showing performance significantly above chance level ($P = 0.0002$). High performance is common in the third habituation step because mice can identify the nontarget location(s) based on sensory perception of the absence/presence of food. After these habituation steps, actual TPL testing was commenced with all locations baited, while one of the locations was negatively enforced by a footshock depending on the time of day (as schematically represented in Fig. 1).

Next to the bar graphs, Figure 2A shows TPL performance at ages 4, 7, and 12 mo over the first 7 d of testing in LD (gray areas), followed by the first 4 d of testing in absence of an LD cycle (white areas). Similarly, TPL performance at ages 18 and 22 mo are shown in Figure 2 B,C, respectively. Learning curves were formed mainly over the first 6 d in LD and found to be similar between ages 4, 7, 12, and 18 mo (two-way RM ANOVA; effect of days: $F = 29.16$, DF = 5, $P < 0.0001$; no effect of age: $F = 2.03$, DF = 3, $P = 0.13$; no interaction effect: $P = 0.14$). Bonferroni post-tests showed no significant differences between these ages on any of the days ($P > 0.05$ on each day). Because of this statistical similarity, TPL performances at ages 4, 7, and 12 mo were pooled. Comparing all learning curves, including the learning curve of the mice at 22 mo of age, reveals a significant interaction effect (two-way RM ANOVA, $P = 0.002$), indicating that the learning curve at the age of 22 mo is different. Bonferroni post-tests showed that performance of the 22-mo-old mice was significantly different from all other ages at the first day ($P < 0.001$ for each comparison). No differences between ages were found on following days, except on day 2 (age: 22 mo versus 7 mo, $P < 0.001$).

No TPL aging effects were found before the age of 22 mo. At 18 mo of age the mice did show a small (not significant) drop in performance when switched to LL (Fig. 2B, day 23), but performance quickly recovered. Interestingly, at the age of 22 mo, a learning curve was absent even though mice showed high performance in LD (Fig. 2C, LD1) and performed flawlessly after a session skip (Table 1). Moreover, performance gradually decreased to below chance level after switching to LL (Fig. 2C, LL1). To investigate this more thoroughly, mice were put back on LD for 3 d and then on LL again. Performance was immediately recovered in LD (Fig. 2C, LD2), but again gradually dropped to below chance level in LL (Fig. 2C, LL2), confirming the previous result. A session was skipped on day 18, when performance was still high in the second LL period (Fig. 2C, LL2). Three of the four mice made correct location choices (Table 1). Although these results have limited statistical power, they suggest that the mice maintained a circadian strategy. Notably, at all ages mice did not perform better (or worse) in any specific test session.

**TPL in naïve mice at the age of 17 mo**

We showed that trained mice were able to show unaffected TPL until the relatively high age of 18 mo. To investigate whether this was due to a training effect, we next investigated whether untrained (naïve) 17-mo-old mice were able to acquire TPL. TPL testing was preceded by the previously described habituation steps. Results are shown in Figure 3A. During the first habituation step (H1, 4 d), mice could freely explore the three baited locations. No significant preference for a single (first choice) location was found ($\chi^2 P = 0.52$) and performance was not significantly above chance level (one-sample $t$-test: $P = 0.84$). During the second habituation step (H2, 3 d, test situation with target locations baited; nontarget location unbaited without footshock delivery), performance was not significantly above chance level (one-sample $t$-test: $P = 0.63$), indicating that the mice do not show TPL without the negative reinforcer (footshock). During the third habituation step (H3, 3 d, test situation with target locations baited; nontarget location unbaited with footshock delivery), performance was not significantly above chance level (one-sample $t$-test: $P = 0.20$). The results of the first two habituation steps are typical, and similar to the 4-mo-old mice (Fig. 2A). However, the relatively low performance in the third habituation step is uncommon (because mice can identify the nontarget/target location(s) based on sensory perception of the absence/presence of food) and significantly different from the young mice (two-tailed unpaired $t$-test: $P = 0.01$). This indicates that these mice may have had a reduced ability to identify the nontarget location based on sensory perception.

The naïve middle-aged mice were generally unable to acquire TPL (Fig. 3A “all”). Performance did not significantly exceed chance level on any day after 2 wk of daily testing (one-sample $t$-test, $P > 0.1$ for all days). Only two mice reached average performance above chance level (Fig. 3A “responders”). Although these

### Table 1. TPL baseline performance and performance after session skips, in LD and constant lighting conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (mo)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Baseline TPL performance</th>
<th>TPL performance after session skips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LD</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>87 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>83 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>80 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>84 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>82 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(¢) Number of session skips, (n.v.) no variation.

*Animals tested in DD instead of LL, and N = 7.
mice consistently showed above chance level performance over multiple days, the low sample size restricts comparisons with chance level, and other statistics should merely serve a supportive function. Nevertheless, the performance curve of the responders differed significantly from the nonresponders (i.e., “all” without the responders) (two-way RM ANOVA; effect of groups: $F_{1,9} = 37.84$, $P = 0.002$). Bonferroni post-tests showed that the curves were significantly different ($P < 0.05$) on days 7, 10, 12, and 14. Figure 3B shows the average TPL performance before and after session skips. Performance after session skips was measured in the single next session following the skipped session. Performance before session skips was measured in the same session on the previous day. These results show that the mice generally made incorrect location choices after session skips (Fig. 3B “all”), resulting in performance significantly below chance level (one-sample t-test, before: $P = 0.56$, after: $P = 0.01$). Performance before session skips was significantly different between the responders and the nonresponders (two-tailed unpaired t-test: $P = 0.002$). Notably, performance of the responders also dropped below chance level after session skips (performance before versus after session skips, two-tailed paired t-test: $P = 0.01$), indicating that these mice had adopted an ordinal strategy instead of a circadian strategy.

Spatial working memory and aging
To investigate whether the TPL deficiencies observed in trained 22-mo-old mice and in naïve 17-mo-old mice can be (partly) attributed to reduced spatial working memory abilities, the spontaneous alternation (SA) test was performed before each TPL test. The test is based on the natural tendency of mice to inspect relatively novel locations (visited the longest time ago), typically resulting in sequential visits of the three different Y-maze locations (alternations). The alternation percentage is therefore an established measure for spatial working memory, on which the mice rely to distinguish between locations. The number of Y-maze arm entries during the 8-min test sessions is a measure for exploratory behavior. Results are shown in Figure 4.

Comparing SA performances of the trained mice at the different ages 4, 7, 12, 18, and 22 mo revealed no significant differences (One-way RM ANOVA: $F = 1.08$, $DF = 4$, $P = 0.39$). Comparing
the number of entries also revealed no significant differences (One-way RM ANOVA: $F = 1.14$, DF = 4, $P = 0.36$). Separately comparing SA performances of the naïve 17-mo-old mice to all other ages of the repeatedly trained mice revealed no significant differences (One-way ANOVA: $F = 1.12$, DF = 5, $P = 0.37$). Multiple comparisons post-tests (Holm–Sidak method) showed no significant differences between the 17-mo-old naïve mice compared with all other ages of the repeatedly trained mice ($P = 0.91$ compared with the 18-mo-old trained mice). Comparing the number of entries of the naïve 17-mo-old mice to all other ages of the repeatedly trained mice also revealed no significant differences (One-way ANOVA: $F = 0.75$, DF = 5, $P = 0.59$). Finally, multiple comparisons post-tests revealed no significant differences between the 17-mo-old naïve mice compared with all other ages of the repeatedly trained mice ($P = 0.92$ compared with the 18-mo-old trained mice).

Circadian rhythm parameters with aging

Running-wheel activity was recorded continuously over the lifespan of the TPL-trained mice. Figure 5A shows an average double plotted actogram of all mice trained over lifespan, with higher intensity gray values representing more activity. The vertical bar on the right profiles an experimental overview, indicating the different housing conditions (gray = LD, white = LL, black = DD). Black vertical lines on the right side of the bar indicate the periods during which the animals were TPL tested (and food deprived). During TPL testing, animals show food anticipatory behavior before 5:30 p.m., when food was provided daily (Fig. 1), and free-running activity patterns in absence of an LD cycle. Twenty LD periods, or data "blocks" (distributed over lifespan, when animals were not TPL tested) of 15 d each, were analyzed for several established parameters that quantitatively describe circadian rhythms: daily activity, fragmentation, interdaily stability, signal-to-noise ratio, and amplitude. Similarly, five LL blocks of, respectively, 15, 12, 11, 15, and 12 d were analyzed for intrinsic...
circadian period (τ) by χ² periodogram analysis. Results are shown in Figure 5B. Most of the analyzed parameters decrease with age, while fragmentation increases with age. τ measured in LL showed a slight increase with age, but not significantly. Together, these results demonstrate severe deterioration of circadian rhythmicity with aging. Notably, for most of the analyzed parameters a platform of decline is reached around the age of 17–18 mo.

Discussion

Previously, we showed that mice can use an internal circadian clock for TPL (referred to as cTPL). Because both memory function and circadian rhythms deteriorate with age, cTPL has potential as a sensitive model for aging and neurodegenerative disease. Here we investigated TPL for the first time in the context of aging. Mice were longitudinally tested at 4, 7, and 12 mo of age (here referred to as adult), 18 mo of age (here referred to as middle-aged), and 22 mo of age (here referred to as old). In addition, 17-mo-old naïve mice (referred to as untrained middle-aged) were tested. We showed that in trained mice cTPL deficiencies occurred at old age. Conversely, untrained mice were unable to master cTPL at middle-age. Some of these mice however showed TPL using a noncircadian (ordinal) strategy. Below we discuss the specific aging-related TPL deficiencies observed and their implications.

Repeated training from young-adult age delays TPL deficiencies at old age

Trained mice showed unaffected cTPL at middle-age, while untrained mice were unable to acquire (c)TPL at this age. This observation corroborates longitudinal training studies in rats showing that previous testing prevents the age-related decline in cognitive functions (van Groen et al. 2002; Blokland et al. 2004; Hansalik et al. 2006). Besides training on a specific task, lifelong environmental enrichment also has a positive impact on memory preservation, as well as on the maintenance of synapses and in the increase in number of newborn neurons within the hippocampus during aging (Leal-Galicia et al. 2008). This agrees with human epidemiological studies which suggest that an intellectually active life protects against cognitive disabilities seen at old age (Snowdon et al. 1996; Friedland et al. 2001; Wilson et al. 2002; Colcombe et al. 2004a,b). The “use it or lose it” concept states that neuronal activation may prevent neurodegeneration and strengthens connectivity (Swaab 1991). With (c)TPL training over the lifespan, this principle may apply to either or both the cognitive and circadian neuronal substrates underlying cTPL, or to interconnections between these neuronal substrates. We showed that short-term spatial working memory and motivation to explore a three-arm maze, as measured by the SA test, were not affected by aging. Untrained middle-aged mice showed similar performance as trained middle-aged mice, indicating that SA performance is not affected by previous training. SA performances were similar as found by others (Lamberty and Gower 1990, 1992; Naude et al. 2014).

Memory preservation at old age: a sign of rigidity

In contrast to TPL testing at all other ages, trained old mice did not show a learning curve, but immediate high TPL performance instead (Fig. 2C, LD1). Although low in number, these mice behaved very compliant in this (double) reinforced task. Apparently, the acquired time–place–event memories were preserved over a period of 3.1 mo since the last day of previous TPL testing. For comparison, the time between TPL testing at ages 4- and 7-mo was only 1.7 mo. This excludes the possibility that the absence of a learning curve is the consequence of a shorter time between TPL experiments. It seems that the mice had developed an exceptionally good memory at old age. One consideration, however, is that the use of outdated information in an ever changing environment can be detrimental. Aged mice relying upon previously learned time–place contingencies would presumably have difficulties if the correct/incorrect location information was changed and fail to show TPL under changing conditions. It is unlikely that the observed preservation of TPL memory at old age is solely attributable to the extensive amount of training the mice had received at this age. In this case, we would have expected mice to demonstrate preservation of TPL memory at an earlier age. Note that mice had already been extensively tested for 109 d before being tested at middle-age, at which point they still showed a typical learning curve. The preservation of TPL memory in trained old mice more likely demonstrates aging-related behavioral rigidity. In line with this, behavioral rigidity (or “response perseveration,” i.e., maintaining a trained behavioral response without assessing whether this response is still appropriate) has been a consistent finding in rodent studies examining aging-related changes in learning and memory abilities, especially in tasks that require aged subjects to adapt to novelty or to change a previously trained response (Goodrick 1975; Barnes et al. 1980; Dean et al. 1981; Vasquez et al. 1983; Stephens et al. 1985; Means and Holsten 1992; Havekes et al. 2011). Such behavioral rigidity, demonstrated by the absence of a learning curve, has not been reported before in the context of TPL.

Hippocampal rigidity

Behavioral rigidity may be a manifestation of rigidity at the level of neuronal memory networks, which become less plastic or susceptible to modification with aging. One of the sites that undergo the earliest changes with aging is the hippocampus, which has a well-known role in remembering events (Squire et al. 2004; Stranahan et al. 2008; Berke et al. 2009). Wilson et al. (2006) proposed that small concurrent changes during aging may strengthen the auto-associative network of the CA3 subregion at the cost of processing new information arising from the entorhinal cortex. As a result of such reorganization in aged memory-impaired individuals, information that is already stored would become the dominant pattern of the hippocampus to the detriment of the ability to encode new information (Wilson et al. 2006). In line with this, electrophysiological recording studies in aged rodents have demonstrated rigidity in aged CA3 place cell firing patterns. Hippocampal place cells (a type of pyramidal neurons) become active when animals enter a particular place in the environment, known as the place field. Young CA3 place cells readily remap and shift their representations, while aged CA3 place cells retain their original fields despite changes in the environment (Wilson et al. 2006; Yassa et al. 2011). Next to place cells in the hippocampal CA1 and CA3 subregions, time cells have recently been identified, shown to track the elapsing of time (Macdonald et al. 2011; Shapiro 2011; Mankin et al. 2012). Given our data, it is tempting to speculate that such time cells participate in TPL memory networks and undergo similar rigidity with aging.

Besides age-related hippocampal deficiencies, behavioral rigidity may also be explained by the conception that over time memory traces become independent from the hippocampus and more dependent on the cortex (long-term memory storage) or striatum (if it becomes procedural) (Lehmann et al. 2009; Smith and Squire 2009; Kitamura and Inokuchi 2014). The necessary plasticity or circadian system connections required for cTPL may thereby be lost (Mulder et al. 2013b).

Reduced behavioral flexibility at old age: inability to update time-of-day information

When TPL testing of the old mice was continued in LL, mice showed a gradual decline in performance (Fig. 2C, LL1), which
was confirmed by a second switch from LD to LL (Fig. 2C, LD2, LL2). One explanation for this effect may be that the signal of the internal clock is weaker or more distorted in LL. However, in this case we would expect a more immediate, rather than a gradual loss of performance in LL. Instead, the gradual performance loss in LL fits the conception of rigid memory in combination with a free-running internal reference clock (∼system). Without the presence of an entraining zeitgeber (i.e., in LL), circadian clocks will free-run, because the intrinsic period (τ) is slightly longer than 24 h. Moreover, our data show that τ slightly increases with age (Fig. 5B, bottom right graph showing τ with aging), which has been shown before in mice (Possidente et al. 1995; Mayeda et al. 1997; Valentinuzzi et al. 1997).

Unless the time stamps stored in memory (which are based on the previous entrained conditions in LD) are updated with daily testing relative to the free-running reference clock (in LL), there will be an increasing mismatch between the time stamps and the reference clock. We suspect that this progressive mismatch is the cause of the observed gradual performance loss in LL. Note that if time stamps are updated with daily testing (as presumably occurs in younger mice), the deviation between internal clock and time stamps remains limited to 1 d free-run shift and will not cause observable performance loss. Indeed, in a pilot experiment we previously found that TPL performance is not affected by small deviations from the routine testing times. As expected, mice will start making mistakes when the deviation approaches half of the intersession time (data not shown). The putative failure to update time stamps at the age of 22 mo is further supported by the immediate instead of gradual recovery of performance when we switched from LL back to LD (Fig. 2C, LD2). The absence of a learning curve here indicates that the old time stamps were still in place.

TPL deficiencies occur at middle-age in untrained mice

The inability of untrained middle-aged mice to acquire cTPL demonstrates that TPL deficiencies already occur around this relative young age. This corroborates with other studies showing that episodic spatial memory deficits emerge around middle-age (Markowska and Savonenko 2002; Bizon et al. 2009; Kumar and Foster 2013; Guidi et al. 2014). Untrained middle-aged mice showed lower performance in the third habituation step and generally TPL performance below chance level. Note that a session was considered correct, on an individual level, only when the two target locations were visited first, avoiding the nontarget location or visiting it last. Thus, if mice visited no location or only one in the given 8 min, the session was considered failed. The lower performances were at least partly due to such response failure, but also because mice more frequently made incorrect location choices. Importantly, mice did not appear to be anxious or unmotivated in the TPL test, but were rather more hesitant (going in and out maze arms). This indicates uncertainty to make location choices, as would be expected with reduced TPL ability. Only healthy and vital (aged) mice were selected to be TPL tested. No signs of decreased motivation or motor skills were apparent from the SA test, in which the mice showed spatial working memory and exploratory behavior unaffected by aging. In the third habituation step, the nontarget location is shock-reinforced, but not baited, so that mice can discriminate the nontarget/target locations based on sensory perception of the absence/presence of food. However, the mice cannot see the food, because it is placed in a small pocket behind the shocking grid. It is, therefore, most likely that mice use smell to identify the target locations in the third habituation step. Learning deficits in odor discrimination have been shown in aged rodents, and may thus explain the low performance in the third habituation step (LaSarge et al. 2007). This is, however, not a factor in subsequent TPL training, when all locations are baited and indistinguishable by odor.

Switching strategies

Two of the untrained middle-aged mice were able to master TPL. Session skipping indicated that these mice had adapted an alternative strategy that is independent of the circadian system. This supports a general theory of aging as a loss of behavioral and cognitive flexibility, in this case losing the ability to use the circadian strategy. To compensate performance loss, alternative strategies are explored. The striatum and hippocampus are widely held to be components of distinct memory systems that can guide competing behavioral strategies and compensate for each other in case of temporal or permanent damage (Becker et al. 1980; Pacard et al. 1989; McDonald and White 1993; Berke et al. 2009). Multiple behavioral paradigms, like fear conditioning and various maze tasks have different versions which are either more hippocampal-dependent, or more dependent on other memory systems (e.g., striatum, amygdala, cortex) (for review, see Kennard and Woodruff-Pak 2011). A consistent finding in these studies is that the hippocampus-dependent version is more age-sensitive than the nonhippocampus-dependent version. Switches in learning strategy are also seen with sleep deprivation, which has adverse effects on hippocampus-dependent memory formation (Hagewoud et al. 2010; Havekes et al. 2011). We suspect that cTPL requires the plasticity of an intact hippocampus, while instead ordinal (non-circadian) TPL may depend more on a less age-sensitive memory system, presumably the striatum (Mulder et al. 2013b).

Circadian system decline versus cognitive decline with age

In line with other studies (Mayeda et al. 1997; Valentinuzzi et al. 1997; Antoniadis et al. 2000), we found severe declines in circadian activity parameters with aging (Fig. 5B). Note that for most of the analyzed parameters, a platform of decline is reached around middle-age (17–18 mo), matching the age at which untrained mice were unable to master cTPL. It is, however, not clear whether the observed decline in overt circadian activity parameters is representative for circadian system components underlying cTPL. Circadian rhythms in activity are mainly SCN driven, while we previously showed that the SCN is not required for cTPL (Mulder et al. 2014).

Although we excluded aging-related spatial working memory deficits in both trained and untrained mice, cTPL essentially requires spatial reference memory (i.e., the ability to remember reward locations across sessions). Note that this type of memory was still intact in the trained old mice (although presumably less plastic), as evidenced by the high performance in LD (Fig. 2C, LD1). Nevertheless, spatial reference memory could have been affected in the untrained middle-aged mice. We recently investigated spatial reference memory with aging using a complex maze (see Jónás et al. 2010 for a description of the maze), but found no differences in maze cross time or errors between young (3–6 mo old, N = 10), middle-aged (11–15 mo old, N = 10), and old (18–27 mo old, N = 13) mice (EA Van der Zee and C Papantonious, unpubl.). These mice had the same background, gender, and origin as the mice used for the TPL experiments. Moreover, mice are similarly motivated (food deprived) for both the complex maze and the TPL paradigm. Frick et al. (2000) used a Morris Water Maze setup to assess spatial reference memory in 5-, 17-, and 25-mo-old C57BL6 mice. The authors found deficiencies at the age of 25 mo, but not between 5- and 17-mo-old males (although moderate effects were found in females). Together these data suggest that spatial reference memory was...
in the untrained middle-aged mice. Nevertheless, we cannot
conclude with certainty whether the cTPL inability of un-
trained middle-aged mice is attributable to either a deficiency of
the circadian system or of spatial reference memory (or other cog-
nitive factors), although for now the circadian system decline
seems the most likely cause. Similarly, although the absence of a
learning curve in trained old mice (Fig. 2C, LD1) suggests rigid
memory, the putative failure to update time stamps (i.e., gradual
performance loss in LI: Fig. 2C LI1, LI2) may also be explained
in terms of circadian system decline, if the signal of the internal
reference clock is too weak to update TPL time stamps.

Overall, we suspect that age-related deterioration of both the
cognitive- and circadian system contribute to TPL deficiencies.
This is especially likely given that recent studies suggest that these
systems are highly integrated at the level of the hippocampus. The
hippocampus presumably holds a central place in cTPL behavior,
perhaps not only for the storage and retrieval of time–place asso-
ciated memories, but also for harboring a local timekeeping
mechanism. Clock genes are expressed in all subregions of the
hippocampus and thought to support temporally regulated
events underlying memory processes, such as acquisition, consol-
dation, and retrieval (Eckel-Mahan et al. 2008; Eckel-Mahan and
Storm 2009; Gerstner et al. 2009; Gerstner and Yin 2010; Jilg
et al. 2010; Kondratova et al. 2010; Rawashdeh and Stehle 2010;
Kondratova and Kondratov 2012). In a pilot study, we found a
26% increase in CRy2 (the protein product of the core molecular
clock gene Cry2) positive cells in the hippocampal dentate gyrus
of TPL-trained mice compared with homoeage control mice (data not included).
In line with this, we previously showed that young-adult Cry1/Cry2 double knockout mice were unable to ac-
quire TPL (Van der Zee et al. 2008). Therefore, we suspect that ex-
perience-related cues entrain local hippocampal timekeeping
mechanisms that are functional to cTPL (Mulder et al. 2014).
This supports the hypothesis that an aging-associated imbalance
of rhythmic clock gene expressions in the hippocampus may be
linked to age-associated deficiencies in cognitive tasks
(Rawashdeh and Stehle 2010; Wyse and Coogan 2010).

Taken together, we found that spatial working memory and
exploratory behavior remain intact with age, while circadian
rhythms in overt behavior deteriorate with age. Trained old
mice showed signs of behavioral rigidity by preservation of TPL
memory over an extended period of time, in sharp contrast to test-
ing at younger ages. In line with this, while maintaining a circadi-
an TPL strategy, these mice showed reduced behavioral flexibility
by a putative inability to update time-of-day information. Con-
versely, untrained middle-aged mice were incapable of acquiring
(c)TPL, indicating that training had delayed TPL deficiencies in the
mice trained over lifespan. Some untrained middle-aged mice
buffered performance loss by adapting an alternative strategy
that is independent of the circadian system, suggesting that
cTPL is more age-sensitive than ordinal TPL. In line with other
studies we hypothesize that age-related hippocampal dysfunc-
tion, together with age-related circadian system decline, induces a
shift from using the hippocampal (declarative) memory system
to relying more on the striatal (procedural) memory system. This
hypothesis needs to be confirmed in future studies, for instance by
selective lesions in the hippocampus and striatum.

Materials and Methods

Animals and housing
All experiments were performed using male C57BL6/J mice
(Harlan, Horst, the Netherlands). All mice were housed individu-
ally in macrolon type II cages (length 35 cm, width 15 cm, height
13.5 cm, Bayer), with sawdust as bedding and shredded cardboard
as nesting material. The mice were kept in a climate room with
controlled temperature (22 ± 1°C) and humidity (55 ± 10%).
A light–dark (LD) schedule (12 h light–dark cycle; lights on at
7:00 a.m. GMT+1 h) was maintained, except in the constant light
(LL) or constant dark (DD) conditions. Light intensity was always
20–50 lx measured between the cages. Food (standard rodent
chow: RMHB/ 2180, Arie Block BV) was available ad libitum,
except during food deprivation (TPL testing). Normal tap water
was available ad libitum. Cages were cleaned at least once every
2 wk and were enriched with a plastic running-wheel (diameter
13.5 cm). Activity, measured by running-wheel revolutions per 2 min bins, was recorded continuously throughout the ex-
periment, by a Circadian Activity Monitor System (CAMS by
H.M. Cooper, JA Cooper, INSERM U846, Department of Chrono-
biology). All mice were checked daily for food/water/health/ ac-
tivity/abnormal behavior. All efforts were made to minimize
animal suffering and to reduce the number of animals used.
All procedures were in accordance with the regulation of the eth-
ical committee for the use of experimental animals of the
University of Groningen, The Netherlands (License number
DEC 5585A/1).

TPL test apparatus and procedures
The used TPL test apparatus and testing procedures were described
described before (Van der Zee et al. 2008; Mulder et al. 2013a,b, 2014).
Briefly, the TPL test apparatus consisted of a round middle cham-
bre (diameter 12.5 cm; height 7 cm) made of grey PVC with a
transparent Plexiglas lid with ventilation holes. Four round tubes
(arms) made of transparent Plexiglas (length 24.5 cm; inside diam-
eter 4.5 cm) were connected to this middle chamber. One bottom
arm served as a starting point to which a small transport cage
could be connected from which the mice could enter the maze.
The other three upper arms (60° apart) were equipped with a small
food platform (gray PVC; 1.0 × 4.5 cm) and a small grid (6 × 3.5
cm) at the end through which a mild but aversive electric foot-
shock could be delivered. In order to reach the food in the baited
arms, the mice had to step onto the grid. The electric current
could be manually delivered to each grid by pressing a button.
This device was home-built at the University of Groningen (see
Fig. 1 in Van der Zee et al. 2008).
To induce food seeking behavior and voluntary location choices, mice were food deprived to 85% of their ad libitum
body weight, as individually determined by the average of three
daily measurements prior to initiating food deprivation. To mon-
tor body weight during testing, mice were weighed before being
tested and each daily session and received an individual amount
of food at the end of the light phase (ZT10.5). In each of three daily
sessions (lasting maximally 10 min per mouse), TPL test mice
had to learn to avoid one of the three presented feeding locations,
depending on the time of day (i.e., session). On visiting the non-
target location, mice received a mild but aversive footshock (set to
620 V; 0.09 mA; <1 sec). A session was considered correct, on an
individual level, only when the two target locations were visited
first, avoiding the nontarget location or visiting it lastly. Daily per-
f ormance was calculated for each animal as the percentage of
correct sessions (e.g., 0%, 33%, 67%, or 100%) and these perfor-
mances were averaged over all mice, forming a learning curve
over multiple testing days. Before mice were tested for the first
time, testing was preceded by 10 d of habitation steps as de-
scribed previously (Van der Zee et al. 2008; Mulder et al.
2013a,b, 2014). In short, during the first 4 d all locations were bait-
ed and safe to explore freely (no footshock delivery). During the
next 3 d only the nontarget location was kept unbaited, but still
safe to visit (no footshock delivery). During the following 3 d the
shock was introduced at the nontarget location, while still
kept unbaited, so that mice could identify the nontarget location
based on sensory perception. After these habitation steps, actual
TPL testing started with all locations baited and footshock deliv-
er in the nontarget location. Hence, mice could not identify the
nontarget/target location(s) based on sensory perception and
had to use knowledge of circadian phase to discriminate the
hazardous nontarget location. The same reward and shock posi-
tions were used in all TPL experiments and these were not
randomized between individual mice. A schematic overview of the daily protocol is provided in Figure 1.

Experimental outline
A first group of mice (N = 8) was tested five times throughout their lifespan, each time under both a 12-h light–dark (LD) cycle, and under constant conditions (LL) or DD. Five days before each TPL experiment (after taking ad libitum body weight measurements), the SA test was performed. Food deprivation (timed feeding) was started after the SA test (ad libitum food was removed and mice received a minimum of 1.5 g per day, at ZT 10.5). At 4 mo of age the mice were tested for the first time, starting with the habituation steps (10 d), followed by 24 d of TPL testing in LD (days 1–24), followed by 12 d of testing in LL (days 25–36). Session skips were performed on following TPL test days, with the number between brackets indicating which session was skipped: 12(2); 14(1); 19(2); 22(1); 26(1); 29(2); 31(3). Habituation steps were not repeated with following TPL experiments on this group of mice. Mice were TPL tested for the second time at 7 mo of age for 8 d, starting with 6 d of testing in LD, followed by 2 d of testing in LL. A session was skipped on day 8(1). Mice were TPL tested for the third time at 12 mo of age for 55 d, starting with 38 d of testing in LD, followed by 16 d of testing in DD. Session skips were performed on days 14(1); 16(2); 22(1,2); 27(1,2,3); 52(1); 54(1). Mice were tested for the fourth time at 18 mo of age for 33 d, starting with 22 d in LD, followed by 11 d in LL. Session skips were performed on days 5(1); 10(2); 30(1). Mice were tested for the fifth time at 22 mo of age for 22 d, starting with 8 d in LD, followed by 6 d in LL, followed by 3 d in LD, followed by 5 d in LL. Session skips were performed on days 7(1); 18(1).

A second group of naive middle-aged mice (17 mo old, N = 9) were tested, starting with the habituation steps, followed by 14 d of TPL testing in LD. Session skips were performed on TPL test days: 5(2); 8(1); 10(1); 13(2).

Spontaneous alternation test
Short-term spatial memory performance (working memory) was assessed by recording spontaneous alternation (SA) behavior in a Y-maze paradigm, as described before (Mulder et al. 2013a, 2014). The Y-maze consisted of three tubular and transparent Plexiglas arms (Evonik Industries AG) forming the Y. All three arms were 4.4 cm in internal diameter, 29 cm long, and at a 120° angle from each other. The experimental room contained visual cues, which served as distal spatial cues. Mice were placed in the center of the Y-maze (5 cm internal diameter) and allowed to explore the maze freely during an 8-min session. The series of arm entries was recorded visually. An arm entry was considered to be complete when all four paws of the animal had entered a Y-maze arm. The maze was cleaned between each test with water and paper towels. An alternation is defined as successive entries into the three different maze arms. The alternation percentage (SA performance) was calculated as the ratio of actual to possible alternations (defined as the total number of arm entries minus two) (Anisman 1975). Exploratory behavior was assessed by counting the number of arm entries.

Analysis of activity parameters
Running-wheel data were structured in 10 min bins. Twenty LD periods, or data “blocks” (distributed over lifespan, when animals were not TPL tested) of 15 d each, were analyzed for daily activity, fragmentation, interdaily stability, signal-to-noise ratio, and amplitude. Similarly, five LL blocks of, respectively, 15, 12, 11, 15, and 12 d were analyzed for circadian period (τ) by χ² periodogram analysis. Daily activity is the average daily activity per block, calculated for each mouse by summing all running-wheel revolutions per day and averaging per block. Fragmentation is a measure for the frequency of transitions between rest and activity. The fragmentation percentage can be calculated for each mouse and data block, by dividing the number of activity bouts (sequential active/nonzero data bins) by the total number of active data bins, times 100 to get a percentage. The relative amplitude of the rhythm was calculated from the most active 10 h period (M10) and the least active 5 h period (L5) in the average 24 h activity profile: Amplitude = [M10-L5] / (Van Someren et al. 1999). The interdaily stability quantifies the invariability between the days, that is, the strength of coupling of the rhythm to supposedly stable environmental zeitgebers. It is the 24-h value from the χ² periodogram (Sokolove and Bushell 1978), normalized for the number of data, and can easily be calculated as the ratio between the variance of the average 24 h activity profile and the overall variance (see Van Someren et al. 1999 for the exact mathematical formula). The signal-to-noise ratio is a measure for the strength of the circadian rhythm relative to the noise which is present within the data, where the signal is the average 24 h data profile, and the noise is the absolute difference between each data point and its corresponding value in the average 24 h activity profile. The signal-to-noise ratio is then calculated as the variation of the signal values divided by the variation of the noise values (Dowse and Rino 1989; White et al. 1992). Period length in LL data blocks were assessed by χ² periodogram analysis (Sokolove and Bushell 1978; Retifetti 2004). All parameters were analyzed using ACTOVIEW for Excel 2010, programmed by C. Mulder, University of Groningen (freely available on request), which was also used to create the averaged actogram.

Statistics
Repeated measurements of the SA test were analyzed using SigmaPlot 12.5 (Systat Software, Inc.). Differences from chance level were tested by two-tailed one-sample t-test (Statistix 8). Other statistics were performed using GraphPad Prism 5.01 (GraphPad software). The used statistical tests are indicated in the text. P < 0.05 was considered significant.
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